In Brief Zhang et al. uncover a timing mechanism allowing monosynaptic excitation gated by disynaptic feedforward inhibition, involving glutamate receptor kinetics and dendritic electric filtering by potassium channels.
INTRODUCTION
The ''gate control theory'' (GCT) of pain was first postulated by Melzack and Wall in 1965 (Melzack and Wall, 1965) , and has since been revised (Braz et al., 2014; Mendell, 2014) . The theory suggests convergent inputs to the spinal cord transmission (''T'') neurons from small-diameter primary afferents, which include unmyelinated C-fiber nociceptors (Bessou and Perl, 1969) , and from large-diameter primary afferents, which include myelinated Ab low-threshold mechanoreceptors ( Figure 1A ). The GCT contains two key tenets. The first is that activation of Ab afferents establishes a gate by feedforward activation of inhibitory interneurons (INs) that acts to attenuate excitatory inputs to T neurons from Ab and C fibers; as such, under normal conditions, innocuous mechanical stimuli fail to activate T neurons and to evoke pain. The other tenet states that the gate can be opened by ''inactivating'' INs following strong inputs from C fibers and thinly myelinated Ad fibers, which in turn allows primary afferents to drive sufficient inputs to activate T neurons. Recent studies have revealed multiple gated spinal pathways that relay Ab inputs to presumptive T neurons (Baba et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2014 Duan et al., , 2018 Lu et al., 2013; Peirs et al., 2015; Petitjean et al., 2015; Torsney and MacDermott, 2006) . One such population of T neurons is marked genetically by the expression of Somatostatin-Cre (SOM Cre ). These neurons include vertical cells that send dendrites to laminae III/IV and receive direct Ab inputs, and this direct pathway is gated by inhibitory neurons marked by the expression of preprodynorphin-Cre (Pdyn Cre ) (Duan et al., 2014) . T neurons also receive polysynaptic Ab inputs that start with excitatory interneurons located in lamina III (Baba et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2017; Duan et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013; Peirs et al., 2015; Torsney and MacDermott, 2006) , and Ab inputs to these interneurons are gated by a series of molecularly and genetically marked inhibitory neurons (Cui et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013; Petitjean et al., 2015) . Several key questions remain. First, from the point of view of timing, how can T neurons receiving monosynaptic Ab excitatory inputs be gated by the delayed arrival of disynaptic inhibitory inputs? Second, the way strong C fiber inputs overcome this gate control remains poorly understood ( Figure 1A ). Take intradermal capsaicin injection as an example. Capsaicin activates nociceptors expressing the transient potential receptor V1 (TRPV1) (Julius, 2013) , and its intradermal injection is able to open the gate, leading to the manifestation of mechanical allodynia-pain evoked by innocuous tactile stimuli (Koltzenburg et al., 1992; Torebjö rk et al., 1992) , as any injury-causing stimuli do (Lewis, 1936) . However, it remains unclear whether capsaicin-evoked inputs really inactivate the inhibitory gate as predicted by GCT ( Figure 1A ). Here we found that the kinetics of different glutamate receptors and dendritic electric filtering by potassium channels, including I A currents, jointly solve the timing problem. We then -Abl,'' n = 8) in comparison with control littermates (''Ctrl,'' n = 6) (F (1, 12) = 6,365.07, ***p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA), and loss of brush-evoked dynamic hypersensitivity (F (1, 12) = 212.753, ***p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA). (C) Representative traces of Ab-evoked inputs (left) and outputs (right) in neurons within I-II o of wild-type mice either without treatment (''Ctrl'') or with hindpaw capsaicin injection (''Cap'') and of capsaicin-injected SOM Lbx1 -Abl mice (''SOM Lbx1 -Abl&Cap'').
(legend continued on next page)
show that the sizes of I A currents depend on the constitutive activity of Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons, and capsaicinevoked nociceptor inputs overcame the gate control-partly via attenuation of I A currents rather than a direct silencing of inhibitory neurons. Along the way, we discovered massive ''silent'' Ab inputs to superficial dorsal horn neurons caused by strong electric filtering along the dendrites to the soma.
RESULTS

Capsaicin-Induced Mechanical Hypersensitivity Depends on SOM
Cre -Derived Spinal Neurons
In this study we set out to understand the timing mechanisms associated with spinal gate control under normal conditions and gate opening following nociceptor activation using hindpaw capsaicin injection as a model ( Figure 1A ). We first characterized the spinal circuits that are sensitized by capsaicin. Since SOM Cre -derived neurons are required to transmit mechanical allodynia induced by inflammation and nerve injury (Duan et al., 2014) , we examined how capsaicin-evoked allodynia was affected in mice with selective ablation of spinal SOM Lbx1 neurons defined by coexpression of SOM Cre and Lbx1 Flpo using the intersectional genetic strategy we developed recently (Bourane et al., 2015b; Cheng et al., 2017; Duan et al., 2014) . Following intraplantar capsaicin injection, SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice displayed acute licking behavior, with licking times comparable to control littermates (control, n = 8, 30.1 ± 4.0 s; ablation, n = 6, 26.1 ± 4.5 s; two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p = 0.506). Following capsaicin injection, control littermates developed: 1) punctate mechanical hypersensitivity, as indicated by reduced withdrawal thresholds in response to von Frey filament stimulation and 2) brush-evoked dynamic hypersensitivity, as measured by the scoring system we reported recently ( Figure 1B ; Cheng et al., 2017; Duan et al., 2014) . Both forms of hypersensitivity were largely abolished in SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice ( Figure 1B ).
Capsaicin-induced dynamic allodynia is mediated via Ab fibers in humans (Koltzenburg et al., 1992; Torebjö rk et al., 1992) . Upon developing allodynia, Ab inputs are relayed from laminae III-V to lamina I and the outer layer of lamina II (I-II o ) via multiple pathways (Duan et al., 2018) , where a subset of pain output neurons is located (Todd, 2010) . We therefore performed whole-cell patch clamp recordings of neurons in I-II o . In untreated control mice, voltage clamp recordings with the membrane potential held at À70 mV showed that 50% (22 of 44) of neurons in I-II o produced EPSCs (Excitatory Postsynaptic Currents) following electric stimulation at intensity (25 mA) that selectively activated Ab afferents (Duan et al., 2014) . Current clamp recordings showed that most evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (eEPSPs) were subthreshold, with only 9% (4 of 44) of I-II o neurons firing action potentials (APs) ( Figure 1C ). In capsaicin-injected control littermates, the percentage of neurons displaying Ab-evoked EPSCs (Ab-eEPSCs) and APs (Ab-eAPs) increased to 88% (21 of 24, Chi-square test, p < 0.01) and 54% (13 of 24, Chi-square test, p < 0.001), respectively ( Figure 1C ). In capsaicin-injected SOM
Lbx1
-ablated mice, Ab-eEPSCs and Ab-eAPs were reduced to 42% (14 of 33, Chi-square test, p < 0.001) and 9% (3 of 33, Chi-square test, p < 0.001), respectively (Figure 1C) Figure 1D ). Upon capsaicin injection, 15% fired APs (5 out 34, Chi-square test, p < 0.05) ( Figure 1D (Duan et al., 2014; Gutierrez-Mecinas et al., 2016) . We first assessed the whole population of spinal inhibitory neurons marked by developmental VGAT Cre expression (Vong et al., 2011) , and found that the percentage of these neurons with AbÀeAPs increased by 33%, from 30% (7/23) in control to 63% (12/19) after capsaicin treatment (Chi-square test, p < 0.05) ( Figure S1 ). Inhibitory neurons account for less than 30% of neurons in laminae I and II (Polgá r et al., 2003 (Polgá r et al., , 2013 , and we accordingly estimated that among 45% (54% À 9%) I-II o neurons sensitized by capsaicin to the degree with Ab-eAPs ( Figure 1C ), only $10% (33% 3 30%) belong to inhibitory neurons; the remaining 35% are excitatory, accounting for half of all excitatory neurons (35% / [100% À 30%] = 50%). Other studies show that only 5% to 10% of lamina I neurons send ascending projections to brain (Spike et al., 2003; Cameron et al., 2015) , indicating that a majority of I-II o neurons sensitized by capsaicin are interneurons. We then assessed VGLUT3 Cre -derived spinal interneurons, which are required to mediate dynamic allodynia induced by nerve injury or inflammation (Cheng et al., 2017) . Following capsaicin treatment, only 4.5% (1/22) of recorded VGLUT3 Cre -tdTomato + neurons producing Ab-eAPs, which is not different from the 2.5% (3/119) seen in naive mice (Cheng et al., 2017 ) (Chi-square test, p = 0.599). Accordingly, capsaicin-induced dynamic allodynia remained intact in VGLUT3 Lbx1 -ablated mice ( Figure S2 (Duan et al., 2014) , explaining the loss of such inputs in SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice ( Figure 1G , Pathway 2). Figure 1F ), 55% of these receive Ab-eEPSCs without AP firing under naive conditions. To determine if the lack of AP firing was due to feedforward inhibition, we performed recordings in the presence of bicuculline (10 mM) and strychnine (2 mM), which block inhibitory GABA A receptors and glycine receptors, respectively. Under this disinhibition condition, 100% (14 of 14) of these neurons fired APs ( Figure 2B ), in comparison with 10% under normal conditions (Chi-square test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 1F ). As shown in Figure 1F , a majority of SOM Cre -negative neurons in v II i -d III received monosynaptic Ab inputs, raising the timing question of how they could be gated by disynaptic or even polysynaptic inhibitory inputs. To address this question, we measured latencies of Ab-eEPSCs, eIPSCs (evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents), and eAPs under normal or disinhibition conditions. To facilitate the recording of Ab-eIPSCs (Ab-eIPSCs), the membrane potential was held at 0 mV to minimize the interference by eEPSCs (Yoshimura and Jessell, 1990) , even though IPSCs could still be produced in spines and/or distal dendrites due to voltage clamp failure (Armstrong and Gilly, 1992; Beaulieu-Laroche and Harnett, 2018; Williams and Mitchell, 2008) . QX-314 (5 mM), a membrane-impermeable sodium channel blocker (Binshtok et al., 2007) , was included in the recording electrode. At this concentration, QX-314 blocked AP firing following current injection (data not shown). Using this recording method, we found that the mean latency of Ab-eIPSCs for SOM Crenegative neurons was 7.0 ± 0.2 ms, which was delayed in comparison with the short latency of Ab-eEPSCs (3.2 ± 0.5 ms, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001) but well preceded the onset of the first Ab-eAP under the disinhibition condition (48.3 ± 10.9 ms, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 2C ). We refer to these latencies as t IPSC , t EPSC , and t AP , respectively, in Figure 2C .
We then asked why SOM Cre -negative neurons in v II i -d III require such long latencies to fire APs under disinhibition conditions. Following glutamatergic excitatory synaptic transmission, activation of different glutamate receptors has distinct kinetics: AMPARs (a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors), a class of non-NMDARs, show rapid ligand-gated activation, whereas NMDARs (N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors) are more than 10-fold slower (Edmonds et al., 1995) . To assess the roles of NMDARs in driving slow-onset AP firing, we included MK-801 (2 mM) in the recording electrode to block postsynaptic NMDARs (Huettner and Bean, 1988) in individual recorded neurons. MK-801 indeed caused a reduction of SOM Cre -negative neurons with Ab-eAPs, from 100% (14 of 14)
without MK-801 to 39% (7 of 18) with MK-801 (Chi-square test, p < 0.01). Thus, for a majority of these neurons (61%), Ab-evoked AP firing under the disinhibition condition requires NMDAR currents. This percentage (61%) is likely underestimated because the remaining 39% may receive convergent polysynaptic inputs not blocked by MK-801 when it was only applied to the recorded neurons ( Figure 2B ).
In summary, these results reveal a time control mechanism to achieve gate control. First, fast non-NMDAR-evoked EPSPs are subthreshold, and Ab-evoked AP firing requires activation of slow-onset NMDARs. Second, IPSCs arrive before, and act to suppress, NMDAR-dependent AP firing. In other words, it is the dependency on slow-onset and long-lasting NMDAR currents for AP firing that creates a time window for feedforward inhibition to operate. Figures 3B and 3C ), which is much shorter than the latency observed under pure disinhibition conditions without capsaicin treatment (see Figure 2C ; 48.3 ± 10.9 ms, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001). Inclusion of the NMDAR blocker MK-801 (2 mM) in the recording electrode did not change the percentage of neurons producing Ab-eAPs: 59% (13 of 22) with MK-801 versus 56% (19 of 34) without MK-801 (Chi-square test, p = 0.813) ( Figures 3E and 3F ), indicating that Ab stimulation-induced non-NMDAR inputs became suprathreshold after capsaicin injection.
In the gate control theory, nociceptor inputs are postulated to reduce inhibitory neuron activity ( Figure 1A ). We therefore examined how Ab-evoked IPSCs were affected. Surprisingly, we found that following capsaicin injection, 71% (12 of 17) of SOM Cre -negative neurons in v II i -d III showed detectable Ab-eIPSCs, a percentage much higher than that in naive mice (38%, 11 of 29, Chi-square test, p < 0.05) ( Figure 3D ). Consistently, Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons in v II i -d III, which are necessary for gating Ab inputs (Duan et al., 2014) , were sensitized by capsaicin ( Figure S3 ). Thus, at least a subset of SOM Cre -negative neurons (71% -38% = 33%) showed a gain in de novo Ab-eIPSCs following capsaicin treatment ( Figure 3D ) rather than a loss according to the original gate control theory ( Figure 1A ). We then further compared the mean latencies of Ab-eIPSCs (t IPSCs ) under naive conditions versus Ab-eAPs (t APs ) after capsaicin treatment; we found that, for neurons with AP firing, 74% (14 of 19) fired before the mean latency of IPSCs (7.4 ms) ( Figure 3C ), indicating that by the time inhibitory inputs arrived, non-NMDAR currents had already caused AP firing, thereby bypassing gate control.
What roles did Ab-evoked inhibitory inputs to SOM Crenegative neurons play after capsaicin treatment? As described in Figure 1F , following capsaicin treatment, 74% (14 of 19) of SOM Cre -negative neurons with Ab-eAPs in v II i -d III receive monosynaptic Ab inputs, and among these neurons, 71% (10 of 14) can only fire one spike ( Figure 1F ). We then found that for slices from mice with capsaicin treatment, bath application of bicuculline and strychnine caused prolonged firing in SOM Crenegative neurons, with the number of Ab-eAPs increasing to 10.1 ± 1.9, in comparison with 1.6 ± 0.3 without bicuculline (C) Timing of Ab-evoked excitatory and inhibitory inputs and outputs. Left: typical traces of Ab-eEPSCs and Ab-eIPSCs under the normal ACSF recording condition (''Ctrl'') and Ab-eAPs under the disinhibition condition (''Bic+str''). The first and second vertical blue lines represent the stimulation artifact and the beginning of detectable eEPSC, eIPSC, and eAP. The latencies, defined by the intervals of these two vertical blue lines, were referred to as t EPSC , t IPSC , and t AP , respectively. Middle: t EPSC was shorter than t IPSC in the same neurons (''t EPSC , Ctrl'' and ''t IPSC , Ctrl,'' respectively; paired t test, ***p < 0.001). Right: t IPSC under the normal condition (''t IPSC , Ctrl'') was shorter than t AP with Bic+str (''t AP , Bic+str'') (two-tailed Student's unpaired test, ***p < 0.001). and strychnine (two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 3F ). Including MK-801 in the recording electrode to block NMDARs caused a reduction in AP numbers, from 10.1 ± 1.9 to 4.7 ± 1.5 (two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.05) ( Figure 3F ). Thus, following capsaicin treatment, feedforward inhibition via activation of bicuculline-and strychnine-sensitive GABA A and glycine receptors switches to control firing duration, partly by blocking MK-801-senstive NMDARs. Together, the above recordings in the lamina II and III border area show that capsaicin-mediated nociceptor inputs can overcome gate control by sensitizing non-NMDAR-mediated excitatory inputs to the degree that APs fire before evoked IPSCs arrive, in striking contrast to NMDAR-dependent slow firing under pure disinhibition conditions with bicuculline and strychnine (summarized in Figure 3G ). Against the prediction of the original gate control theory, capsaicin-sensitized inhibitory neurons and the expanded Ab-eIPSCs instead act to control AP firing duration ( Figure 3G ).
Gating Mechanism in I-II o : The Roles of Electric Filtering by Potassium Channels
We next investigated gate control mechanisms for SOM Cre -negative neurons located in I-II o . By performing the same set of recordings described in Figure 2 , we found that 53% (21/40) and 43% (10/23) of these neurons showed Ab-eEPSCs and eIPSCs, respectively ( Figures 1E and S4B ), but only 10% (4/40) produced Ab-eAPs ( Figure 1E ). Most neurons with eIPSCs (90%: 9/10) concurrently contain eEPSCs, and they used the same time control mechanisms to achieve gate control: Ab-evoked non-NMDAR inputs are subthreshold, and Ab-eIPSCs prevent NMDAR-dependent AP firing (Figures S4B and S4C) .
We next investigated the mechanistic basis underlying the subthreshold nature of fast non-NMDAR-mediated inputs, and revealed a crucial role of potassium channel activity, including I A mediated by A type voltage-dependent potassium channels that display characteristic fast activation and fast inactivation kinetics (Hu et al., 2006) . The existence of strong I A in SOM Cre -negative neurons within I-II o was first suggested from the delayed firing pattern following 150 pA current injection in 46% (18/39) of these neurons (with firing latencies at 223.6 ± 35.8 ms) ( Figure 4C ). Delayed firing can result from the activity of subthreshold potassium channels such as I A (Shibata et al., 2000) . To record and isolate I A , we used a two-step voltage protocol (Hu et al., 2003 (Hu et al., , 2006  Figure 4B ). To test the role of I A and other potassium channel activity, we included 4-AP (2 mM) in the recording electrode, which caused a marked reduction of I A in individually recorded neurons (control: median, 808 pA; Q1-Q3, 350-1,576 pA; 4-AP: median, 157 pA; Q1-Q3, 52-468 pA, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 4B ). 4-AP also caused a trend of reduction in persistent potassium channel activity (I D ), although the reduction does not reach significance (control: median, 1,361 pA; Q1-Q3, 813-3,518 pA; 4-AP: median, 888; Q1-Q3, 350-2,203 pA, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, p = 0.191) ( Figure 4B ). Following this blockage of potassium channel activity, 150 pA current injection drove most SOM cre -negative neurons (91%, 21/23) to fire with short latencies (24.9 ± 2.9 ms); in other words, those 46% SOM cre -negative neurons with long delayed firing under normal conditions were converted to fire with fast kinetics following potassium channel blockage ( Figure 4C ).
We next examined how potassium channel blockage affected Ab inputs to SOM Cre -negative neurons in I-II o . Strikingly, including 4-AP in the recording electrode led to Ab-eEPSPs in virtually all neurons (96%, 24/25), increased from 53% (21 of 40) without 4-AP (Chi-square test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 4D ). Furthermore, 69% (18 of 26) of SOM Cre -negative neurons in I-II o started to produce Ab-eAPs, a marked increase from 10% (4 of 40) without 4-AP (Chi-square test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 4D ). Thus, potassium channel blockage in individually recorded neurons can bypass gate control, allowing Ab stimulation to fire APs in a majority of SOM Cre -negative neurons in I-II o . The latency of Ab-eAPs with 4-AP treatment (11.3 ± 1.3 ms) was much shorter than that under the pure disinhibition condition with the presence of bicuculline and strychnine (60.3 ± 7.3 ms, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001) ( Figure 4D ). For 4-AP-sensitized neurons with Ab-eAPs, nearly 40% (7 of 18) fired before the mean latency of Ab-eIPSCs detected under normal conditions (8.5 ms) ( Figure 4D ). Furthermore, inclusion of both 4-AP and MK-801 in the recording electrode still drove 48% (12/25) of SOM Cre -negative neurons to produce Ab-eAPs ( Figure 4D ). In other words, nearly 70% of neurons sensitized by 4-AP bypass NMDAR dependency to fire APs (48% with MK-801 versus 69% without MK-801; 48/69 = 70%).
These recordings suggest that 4-AP-sensitive potassium channel activity can either completely filter away Ab inputs for those neurons that normally do not produce Ab-eEPSPs ( Figure 4F , left) or convert otherwise ''suprathreshold'' non-NMDAR inputs to become subthreshold, such that feedforward inhibition can now gain time to prevent NMDAR-dependent slow-onset AP firing (Figure 4F, right) . This potassium-channel-mediated control mechanism was unique for neurons in I-II o , since 4-AP treatment was insufficient to cause Ab-eAPs in SOM Cre -negative neurons within v II i -d III (10%, 3/29 without 4-AP versus 7%, 1/15 with 4-AP; Chi-square test, p = 1.000) ( Figure 4E ).
We subsequently found that the masked Ab inputs to I-II o neurons uncovered by 4-AP were lost in SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice ( Figure S5 ). To explain such loss, Ab inputs were likely relayed indirectly via type 1 SOM Cre -derived interneurons that produce Ab-eAPs under normal conditions (Duan et al., 2014) , since type 2 and type 3 SOM Cre -derived neurons would still be gated by feedforward inhibition (Duan et al., 2014) when 4-AP was delivered to individual SOM Cre -negative neurons in I-II o via the recording electrode. Type 1 SOM Crederived neurons are located in v II i -d III and possibly in more ventral regions as well (Duan et al., 2014) ; accordingly, low-threshold Ab mechanoreceptors that innervate laminae III-V could be the source for silent Ab inputs (summarized in Figure 4F ). High-threshold Ab mechanical nociceptors, which innervate throughout the dorsal horn (Boada and Woodbury, 2008) , could be another source, but their involvement would make it difficult to explain the reliance on type 1 SOM Cre -derived neurons located in v II i -d III and lamina III. Figure 1A) . First, capsaicin injection led to an increase in Ab-eAPs in Pdyn
Cre -derived inhibitory neurons in I-II o , from 56% (25 of 45) in control mice to 83% (15 of 18, Chi-square test, p < 0.05) in capsaicin-injected mice ( Figure S6A ). Such sensitization was also observed when the whole spinal inhibitory neuronal population marked by VGAT Cre was analyzed ( Figure S1 ). Accordingly, there is a trend that more SOM Cre -negative neurons received Ab-evoked IPSCs, from 43% (10/ 23) in control mice to 67% (12/18) in capsaicin-injected mice ( Figure S6B ). Second, current clamp recordings showed that the latencies of Ab-eAPs firing in SOM Cre -negative neurons (t AP ) are around 8.4 ± 0.8 ms ( Figure 5B ), which is much shorter than that caused by disinhibition with the presence of bicuculline and strychnine (60.3 ± 7.3 ms, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.001). Furthermore, 71% (15 of 21) of SOM Cre -negative neurons fired before the mean arrival latency of IPSCs (8.5 ms) ( Figure 5B ), thereby bypassing feedforward inhibition. This rapid firing suggests that Ab-evoked non-NMDAR inputs most likely become suprathreshold following capsaicin treatment, bypassing NMDAR dependency. Indeed, when we included MK-801 (2 mM) in the recording electrode to block postsynaptic NMDARs, the percentage of neurons with Ab-eAPs was not changed dramatically (50%, 10 of 20 with MK-801 versus 67%, 22 of 33 without MK-801, Chi-square test, p = 0.229) ( Figure 5B ).
We next explored what capsaicin-induced changes drove fast Ab-eAPs. We first found that the resting membrane potentials (RMPs) of SOM Cre -negative neurons in I/II o were slightly depolarized, from À74.4 ± 0.9 mV in control mice to À71.3 ± 1.2 mV following capsaicin injection (two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p < 0.05) ( Figure S7A ), suggesting a potential increase in sodium channel activity and/or a decrease in potassium channel activity that controls resting membrane potentials; however, this small degree of depolarization alone appears insufficient to cause Ab-eAPs ( Figure S7B ). We then found that capsaicin treatment caused a marked reduction in I A currents in SOM Cre -negative neurons (control: median, 538 pA; Q1-Q3: 297-1,406 pA; capsaicin treatment: median, 298 pA; Q1-Q3, 150-551 pA; Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, p < 0.05) ( Figure 5C ). Since a blockage of subthreshold potassium channel activity is sufficient to generate Ab-eAPs, such I A reduction should contribute to capsaicin-induced gate opening.
In dorsal horn neurons, I A is mainly contributed by the Kv4.2 potassium channel (Hu et al., 2006) , and Kv4.2 activity can be inactivated following phosphorylation by the extracellularsignal-regulated kinases (ERKs) (Adams et al., 2000) . Hindpaw capsaicin injection is known to induce phosphorylation and subsequent activation of ERK in superficial dorsal horn neurons, and this activation is dependent on the upstream kinase MEK (Jin et al., 2003) . We confirmed that intrathecal injection of the MEK kinase inhibitor PD98059 blocked ERK activation ( Figure S8A ). With this blockage, capsaicin injection failed to cause 1) I A current reduction ( Figure 5C ), 2) Ab-evoked AP firing ( Figure 5D ) in SOM Cre -negative neurons within I-II o , and 3) manifestation of punctate and dynamic forms of mechanical hypersensitivity ( Figure S8B ). Thus, strong nociceptor inputs evoked by hindpaw capsaicin injection open the gate, partly by reducing subthreshold potassium channel activity via the activation of the MEK-ERK signaling. Figures S9A-S9D ). Thus, adult Pdyn Cre+ spinal neurons are required for gating mechanical sensitivity as well as playing a role in gating itch (Huang et al., 2018; Kardon et al., 2014 ; see also the legend of Figure S9C ). For this study, we only focused on how Pdyn Lbx1 neurons gate Ab inputs to neu-
We first revisited firing latencies. To our great surprise, 54% (13/24) of I-II o neurons fired APs within 10 ms in Pdyn Lbx1 -ablated mice ( Figure 6A ), in contrast to the 60 ms on average under disinhibition with bicuculline and strychnine ( Figure 5A ). This rapid firing is nonetheless comparable to the short firing Ab-eAP latencies with internal solution containing 4-AP (''t AP , 4-AP'') versus that under the disinhibition condition (''t AP , Bic+stry''; two-tailed Student's unpaired test, ***p < 0.001). t IPSC under the normal control recording condition was referred to as ''t IPSC , Ctrl.'' (E) 4-AP treatment increased neurons with Ab-eAPs in I-II o (Chi-square test, ***p < 0. Figure 6B ). We then measured and found that in Pdyn
Lbx1
-ablated mice, the I A sizes in I-II o neurons were reduced significantly in comparison with control littermates (control: median, 533 pA; Q1-Q3: 302-1,532 pA; ablated mice: median, 288 pA; Q1-Q3, 86-516 pA; Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, p < 0.001) (Figure 6C) . No significant changes in resting membrane potentials were detected (control: À72.6 ± 2.0 mV; ablated mice: À71.6 ± 1.0 mV, two-tailed Student's unpaired test, p = 0.708). This marked I A reduction is analogous to that caused by hindpaw capsaicin injection in Pdyn Cre -negative neurons ( Figure S10 ), which may partly explain the rapid AP firing following Ab stimulation in both Pdyn Lbx1 -ablated mice and capsaicin-treated wild-type mice.
DISCUSSION Timing Mechanisms Underlying Gate Control by Feedforward Inhibition
Most neurons in the superficial dorsal horn receive direct or indirect Ab afferent inputs without AP outputs due to feedforward inhibition (Duan et al., 2018; Takazawa and MacDermott, 2010) Non-NMDARs, such as AMPARs, have rapid kinetics of activation and decay, with currents rising in less than 1 ms and decaying with a time constant between 0.2 and 8 ms (Edmonds et al., 1995) . In contrast, activation of NMDARs requires 10-20 ms to reach the peak, and it then decays over hundreds of ms (Edmonds et al., 1995) . Here we found that, following dorsal root stimulation at $8 mm away from the dorsal entry zone (Cheng et al., 2017) , the mean latency of Ab-evoked IPSCs in SOM Cre -negative neurons in v II i -d III (recorded from the soma) is around 7.4 ms, which is 3 to 4 ms after the arrival of Ab-evoked non-NMDAR-dependent EPSCs but before NMDAR currents reach the peak. We then find that, under disinhibition conditions created by blocking GABA A and glycine receptors, Ab-evoked non-NMDAR-dependent EPSPs are subthreshold, requiring MK-801-sensitive NMDAR currents to drive AP firing; as such, average AP firing latencies are 48 ms and 60 ms for neurons in v II i -d III and I-II o , respectively (Figures 2 and 4) . In other words, Ab-eIPSCs arrive long before eEPSPs reach the firing threshold. We then found that, for neurons in I-II o , potassium channel activities along the dendrites to the soma either completely filter away Ab inputs (see below for more detailed discussion) or transform Ab-evoked fast non-NMDAR-dependent inputs to become subthreshold, thereby creating a permissive condition for feedforward inhibition to operate. Thus, distinct glutamate receptor kinetics plus electric filtering by potassium channels jointly solve a timing problem, allowing delayed arrival of inhibitory inputs to achieve the gate control.
Electric Filtering by Potassium Channels Creates ''Silent'' Ab Inputs For $50% I-II o neurons that normally do not show Ab-eEPSPs (and Ab-eIPSCs), a blockage of potassium channels activity by 4-AP reveals massive ''silent'' Ab inputs to these neurons. These silent inputs are likely relayed via ungated, type 1 SOM neurons (Figures 4F and S5) , distinct from polysynaptic Ab inputs gated via feedforward inhibition operating in v II i -d III (Duan et al., 2018) . Besides the gate control theory of pain, Wall and others introduced the concept of effective versus ineffective synapses (Gobel and Dubner, 1969; Merrill and Wall, 1972) . This concept is built upon observations from extracellular recordings, showing that the distal dendrites of a spinal neuron in lamina IV can receive ''ineffective'' synaptic inputs from afferents that do not project to the ''effective'' receptive field and that such inputs do not produce firing unless synchronized electric stimulation was used (Merrill and Wall, 1972) . Other studies in 1990s led to the discovery of ''silent synapses'' caused by a lack of AMPARs in the postsynaptic membrane (Kerchner and Nicoll, 2008) , which are particularly abundant in the developing brain and spinal cord (Bardoni et al., 1998; Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2008; Li and Zhuo, 1998; Petralia et al., 1999) . The unmasking of silent, fastonset Ab inputs to spinal I-II o neurons following blockage of potassium channels in individually recorded neurons (Figure 4) , however, argues against a lack of AMPARs in the postsynaptic membrane.
Where Duan et al., 2014; Gobel, 1978) . Consistently, Golgi staining revealed dense spines in the distal dendrites of these cells (Gobel, 1978) , and such spines are the sites for excitatory glutamatergic synaptic transmission (Nimchinsky et al., 2002) , though recent studies show that inhibitory synaptic transmission can concurrently occur in spines (Chiu et al., 2013) . To some degree these vertical cells mimic pyramidal neurons with elaborate dendritic trees in the cortex and hippocampus. For those pyramidal neurons, synaptic inputs to distal dendrites from other cortical areas are also ineffective due to strong electric filtering mediated by potassium channels, particularly the I A currents (Hoffman et al., 1997; Harnett et al., 2013; Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015) . In superficial dorsal horn neurons, Kv4.2 contributes to I A currents (Hu et al., 2006) and is enriched in the dendrites (Huang et al., 2005; Trimmer, 2015) . Mice with deficiency of Kv4.2 showed mechanical hypersensitivity (Hu et al., 2006) . Thus, Kv4.2 is a candidate acting to neutralize Ab-evoked EPSPs along the distal dendrite to the soma. Amazingly, back to early 1970s, Merrill and Wall already postulated an electric constriction at the base of spines and/or in distal dendrites to explain ineffective-silent synaptic inputs (Merrill and Wall, 1972) . It should be noted that for vertical cells receiving silent Ab inputs in distal dendrites, the cell bodies are located in II o , and their proximal dendrites receive inputs from C/Ad nociceptors (Braz et al., 2014) . Due to a lack of detectable Ab-eIPSCs in these neurons, we might envision a scenario allowing positive temporal integration of inputs from these fibers with distinct conduction velocities. For example, in response to noxious stimuli, these cells would first receive fast-conducting, ineffective Ab inputs, leading to activation and then inactivation of I A currents; this I A inactivation might in turn influence the outputs when slowconducting C/Ad nociceptor inputs arrive. Future studies will be warranted to test this hypothesis.
Constitutive Activity of Spinal Inhibitory Neurons Sets Up Gate Control
Four groups of genetically labeled spinal inhibitory neurons participate in gating Ab inputs to spinal pain transmission T neurons. Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons are mainly GABAergic and enriched in superficial laminae (Duan et al., 2014) , whereas those marked by the expression of Parvalbumin Cre , GlyT2 Cre , and Ret Cre are enriched in deep dorsal horn laminae and release glycine and/or GABA (Cui et al., 2016; Foster et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2013; Petitjean et al., 2015; Takazawa et al., 2017) . Here, our timing analyses reveal an unsuspected insight: the constitutive activity from Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons is required to set up a permissive condition to achieve gate control. In Pdyn Lbx1 -ablated mice, a majority of I-I o neurons fire within 10 ms in response to Ab stimulation ( Figure 6 ). In contrast, upon blockage of bicuculline-sensitive GABA A and strychninesensitive glycine receptors, the mean latency of Ab-evoked AP firing is around 60 ms (Figure 6 ). Since bicuculline plus strychnine can block most IPSCs in dorsal horn excitatory neurons (Takazawa et al., 2017) , we are not aware of other evoked feedforward inhibition mechanisms that could operate within 10 ms. For example, activation of G-protein coupled inhibitory receptors, such as the GABA B receptor and opioid peptide receptors, needs at least 40 ms (Vilardaga et al., 2003) . This paradox is solved by the findings that Pdyn
Cre -derived neurons fire spontaneously and that ablation of these inhibitory neurons leads to a marked reduction in I A sizes for neurons in I-II o (Figure 6 ). Thus, fast Ab-evoked AP firing in Pdyn Lbx1 -ablated mice apparently mimics the situation caused by the blockage of potassium channels in naive mice. The mediators released from Pdyn Cre -derived neurons remain to be determined. One candidate is the dynorphin peptide itself. Bath application of nor-BNI, an antagonist of the dynorphin receptor KOR (Portoghese et al., 1987; Kardon et al., 2014) , partially opened the gate ( Figure S11) . Behaviorally, intrathecal injection of this drug resulted in both punctate and dynamic mechanical hypersensitivity ( Figure S11) , not just itch sensitization (Kardon et al., 2014) ; this is consistent with the gating of both mechanical pain and itch by potentially different subsets of Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons (Duan et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2018; Kardon et al., 2014) . Thus, spinal inhibitory neurons have two roles in setting up gate control. The constitutive activity of Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons establishes proper levels of subthreshold potassium channel activity, whose electric filtering creates a permissive condition to achieve gate control by preventing fast-onset non-NMDAR-evoked inputs from causing firing.
Evoked activity of Pdyn
Cre -derived and Pdyn Cre -negative inhibitory neurons then carries out the actual feedforward inhibition to prevent NMDAR-dependent firing.
How Do Strong Nociceptor Inputs Open the Gate?
A key tenet of the original gate control theory of pain is that strong C/Ad fiber inputs to the spinal cord open the gate by inactivating the inhibitory neurons (Melzack and Wall, 1965; Figure 1A) . We, however, found that capsaicin-activated nociceptor inputs in fact sensitize both Pdyn Cre -derived and VGAT Cre -derived inhibitory neurons ( Figures S1 and S6 ), leading to a net increase in the percentage of SOM Cre -negative neurons in I-II o that produce Ab-evoked IPSCs ( Figure S6 ), even though IPSC reduction may occur in some dorsal horn neurons (Lin et al., 1996) . Rather, capsaicin treatment allows Ab-evoked non-NMDAR-mediated inputs to cause AP firing before feedforward inhibition starts to operate, and the sensitized, Ab-evoked inhibitory inputs switch to control firing duration rather than firing prevention. This is achieved via sensitization of spinal transmission T neurons through multiple mechanisms, including I A reduction ( Figure 5 ), depolarization of resting membrane potentials (RMPs; Figure S7 ), and increased AMPAR trafficking (Kopach et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Tao, 2012) . The modest changes in RMPs (from À74 to À71 mV) are unlikely to cause activation and then inactivation of A type potassium channels, since the half-maximal activation and inactivation potentials for I A are around À6 mV and -51 mV, respectively (Hu et al., 2003) . Kv4.2 can be inactivated via ERK-mediated phosphorylation (Adams et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2007) , and strong nociceptor inputs, such as those evoked by capsaicin injection, can induce pERK in most superficial dorsal horn (Ji et al., 1999 ; Figure S8 ), which could in principle lead to I A reduction. Thus, I A reduction following strong nociceptor inputs essentially produces a novel form of disinhibition by overcoming the electric filtering that is permissive for gate control and whose capacity is constitutively established by Pdyn Cre -derived inhibitory neurons.
This sensitization-dominant gate-opening mechanism caused by acute intense nociceptor inputs, which could occur during any traumatic tissue injury, is therefore different from the loss of Ab-eIPSCs following nerve injury or chronic inflammation (Bonin and De Koninck, 2013; Latremoliere and Woolf, 2009; Lu et al., 2013; Petitjean et al., 2015; Prescott, 2015; Takazawa et al., 2017; Zeilhofer et al., 2012) . Interestingly, VGLUT3
Cre -derived spinal neurons are required to transmit brush-evoked dynamic allodynia induced by inflammation or nerve injury (Cheng et al., 2017) , but not the one induced by capsaicin ( Figure S2 ). The existence of distinct gate-opening mechanisms and underlying spinal substrates suggests the necessity of developing distinct strategies for treating different forms of pathological pain.
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Further information and requests for resources, reagents and data should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Qiufu Ma (Qiufu_Ma@dfci.harvard.edu). (Bourane et al., 2015a (Bourane et al., , 2015b Cheng et al., 2017; Krashes et al., 2014; Madisen et al., 2010; Taniguchi et al., 2011; Vong et al., 2011) . To ablate DTRexpressing neurons for behavioral studies, mice of 6-10 weeks old were intraperitoneally injected with the diphtheria toxin (DTX, 50 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at day 1 and then again at day 4. Behavioral experiments were performed 4 weeks after DTX injection. To ablate DTR-expressing neurons for electrophysiological recording, mice (P18-P21) were intraperitoneally injected with the diphtheria toxin (DTX, 50 mg /kg) at day 1 and then again at day 4. Recordings were performed 7-12 days after the first DTX injection (P26-P30). Both males and females were used. Animals were assigned to treatment groups in a blinded fashion, and pain responses were measured in a blinded manner.
METHOD DETAILS
Behavioral Testing
All animals were acclimatized to the behavioral testing apparatus for 30 min/d for 3 consecutive days before testing. After habituation, baseline measurements were recorded on two consecutive days prior to different treatment. To test capsaicin-induced mechanical hypersensitivity, 0.3 mg/10 mL capsaicin (in saline solution containing 7% Tween 80, 20% ethanol) was injected intradermally into the plantar region of the left hindpaw. After capsaicin injection, behavioral tests were performed at defined intervals. Acute licking duration was measured at first 5 min after capsaicin injection. Both punctate and dynamic forms of mechanical hypersensitivity were measured before capsaicin injection, and then at 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after capsaicin injection. All data points were included for subsequent statistical analyses. Control animals were littermates of SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice or VGLUT3 Lbx1 -ablated mice lacking DTR expression but receiving the same DTX injection. The following pairs of mice were also subjected to behavioral analyses, including i) Pdyn
Cre -KORD mice and their control mice treated with SALB, ii) wild-type mice with or without hindpaw capsaicin injection, iii) capsaicin-injected wild-type mice treated with or without PD98059, or iv) wild-type mice treated with or without nor-BNI (for detailed description of these treatments, see below). Dynamic mechanical hypersensitivity was measured by light stroking (velocity: $2 cm/s; from heel to toe) across the plantar area of the injected hind paw using a trimmed paintbrush (Size 2, Model 8795, Raphael Kaerell Co.), as described previously (Cheng et al., 2017) . The typical response of naive mice is a very fast movement, lifting the stimulated paw for less than 1 s (score 0). After capsaicin treatment, several pain-suggestive responses evoked by brushing can be observed, such as sustained lifting (more than 2 s) of the stimulated paw toward the body or a single gentle flinching of the stimulated paw (score 1); one strong lateral paw lift, above the level of the body or a startle-like jump (score 2); and multiple flinching responses or licking of the affected paw (score 3). We repeated the stimulation three times at $10 s intervals and obtained an average score for each mouse, as described previously (Cheng et al., 2017) . Punctate mechanical hypersensitivity was measured by stimulating the heal of the injected hindpaw with von Frey filaments, and the thresholds causing withdrawal responses were determined using Dixon's up-down method (Chaplan et al., 1994) . To test involvement of SOM-linage neurons or VGLUT3-linage neurons in capsaicin-induced acute licking responses and/or mechanical hypersensitivity, littermates of SOM Lbx1 -ablated mice or VGLUT3 Lbx1 -ablated mice lacking DTR expression but receiving the same DTX (50 mg/kg in 200 mL PBS for 30 g mice) injection were used as control. One month after first DTX injection, hindpaw injection of capsaicin (0.3 mg/10 ml) was performed, and the licking responses were recorded and analyzed in a 15-min period following injection. Punctate and dynamic forms of hypersensitivity were measured at 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after capsaicin injection. To test the involvement of the ERK signaling pathway in capsaicin-induced mechanical hypersensitivity, the MEK inhibitor PD98059 (Sigma, 0.5 mg in 10 mL 10% DMSO) or vehicle (10 mL 10% DMSO) was intrathecally injected and then flushed with 10 mL of saline at 30 min before capsaicin injection. Both punctate and dynamic forms of mechanical hypersensitivity were measured at 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after capsaicin injection. To test acute silencing of Pdyn Cre -expressing neurons on mechanical hypersensitivity, SALB (60 ml, 10mg/kg, dissolved in DMSO) were subcutaneously injected at upper back area in control WT mice and in Pdyn Cre -KORD mice 3 weeks after intraspinal virus injection. The punctate and dynamic forms of mechanical hypersensitivity were then measured at 30 min and 60 min after SALB injection. To test the effects of nor-BNI on mechanical hypersensitivity, nor-BNI (1 mg in 10 mL PBS) was intrathecally injected into WT mice and mechanical hypersensitivity was measured before injection and at 60 min after injection.
Intraspinal Virus Injection
Plasmid pAAV-hSyn-dF-HA-KORD-IRES mCitrine (Addgene) were packaged in serotype AAV2/8 in the Boston Children's Hospital Viral Core. The virus titer is 1.026E+15 gc/ml. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (in combination at 150 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine in 0.2 mL saline) and then mounted to the stereotaxic frame. The vertebral lamina and dorsal spinous process were removed at L4-L5 level. After dural removal, virus was injected at the position 500 mm left to the dorsal blood vessel at a depth of 250 mm using a glass micropipette attached to a 10 mL Hamilton syringe. Virus was injected at 3 points 1 mm interspaced and 500 nL per point. The micropipette was left in place for 5 min to increase diffusion after each injection. Incision in the lumbar spinal cord was closed with stitches and buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg) was applied twice subcutaneously in the back of mice, with the 12-hour interval, to reduce post-surgery suffering. For animals used for behavioral studies, viral injections were performed at adult stages (1.5-2.5-month old). For electrophysiological recordings, viral injections were performed at P3-P7. Behavioral testing or slice recording was performed 3 weeks after virus injection.
Spinal Cord Slice Preparation
Parasagittal spinal cord slices with attached dorsal root (8-18 mm) and DRG were prepared as described previously (Cheng et al., 2017; Duan et al., 2014) . In brief, mice (P24-P31) were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated, and the lumbar spinal cord was quickly removed to ice-cold modified artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) (cutting solution), which contains (in mM): 80 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 0.5 CaCl 2 , 3.5 MgCl 2 , 25 NaHCO 3 , 75 sucrose, 1.3 sodium ascorbate and 3.0 sodium pyruvate, with pH 7.4 and osmolality 310-320 mOsm. The spinal cord with attached dorsal roots and DRG was cut parasagittally (350-500 mm) by VT1000S vibratome (Leica, Germany). Slices were incubated for about 1 h at 33 C in a recording solution containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO4, 26 NaHCO 3 , 25 d-glucose, 1.3 sodium ascorbate and 3.0 sodium pyruvate, with pH at 7.2 and measured osmolality at 310-320 mOsm, and the solution was oxygenated with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 . Individual slices were then transferred into a recording chamber and perfused with oxygenated recording solution at 5 ml/min during electrophysiological recordings at room temperature (25 C).
Patch-Clamp Recordings and Dorsal Root Stimulation
Whole-cell recording experiments were conducted as described previously (Cheng et al., 2017; Duan et al., 2014 The internal solution contains (in mM): potassium gluconate 130, KCl 5, Na2ATP 4, NaGTP 0.5, HEPES 20, EGTA 0.5, pH 7.28 with KOH, and measured osmolality at 310-320 mOsm. Data were acquired with pClamp 10.0 software (Molecular Devices, USA) using MultiClamp 700B patch-clamp amplifier and Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices). Responses were low-pass filtered on-line at 2 kHz, and digitized at 5 kHz.
25 mA (pulse widths 0.1 ms) was used to screen for Ab fiber-mediated synaptic inputs/outputs in the spinal dorsal horn. The distance from the tip of the stimulation electrode to the entrance of the attached dorsal root is around 8 mm. We recorded the response under three different conditions to test primary afferent inputs to dorsal horn neurons. First, by holding membrane potential at À70 mV, evoked inhibitory postsynaptic currents (eIPSCs) were attenuated (Yoshimura and Jessell, 1990) , such that even small evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (eEPSCs) could be detected, although we should recognize that recorded eEPSCs will be distorted by activation of voltage-dependent channels, particularly in spines and distal dendrites due to voltage clamp failure (Beaulieu-Laroche and Harnett, 2018; Williams and Mitchell, 2008) . This recording condition was used to study whether a neuron received inputs directly (monosynaptic) or indirectly (polysynaptic) from Ab fibers, as well as to measure the latencies of eEPSCs. Latencies were determined by the intervals between the stimulation artifact and the beginning of detectable eEPSC, eIPSC and eAP. Because of the weak stimulation intensity (25 mA), the artifact is very small, but can still be seen after the trace was enlarged. Monosynaptic Ab inputs were determined by following 20 Hz stimulation without failure with latency variations < 0.5 ms (Cheng et al., 2017) . Second, by holding the membrane potential at 0 mV and including QX-314 (5 mM, Sigma-Aldrich) into the internal solution of the recording electrode, eEPSCs were minimized and eIPSCs could be more easily detected, such that the latency to the onset of eIPSCs could be measured accordingly. Third, to record dorsal root stimulation-evoked APs (Ab-evoked APs), current-clamp recordings were performed without current injection; for those few neurons with spontaneous firing, current injection was performed to keep the membrane potential slightly hyperpolarized to block the generation of spontaneous AP firings. The recordings were performed either under the normal recording solution or under the disinhibition condition with the presence of both bicuculline (10 mM) and strychnine (2 mM). To detect spontaneous AP firings, the neuron was recorded without any current injection. AP firing patterns following current injections were determined under the conditions with the membrane potentials held around À85 mV. To manipulate potassium channels and NMDARs in the recorded neurons, 4-AP (2 mM) and MK-801 (2 mM) were freshly prepared and included into the internal solution of the recording electrode. To test the effects of intra plantar capsaicin injection on Ab-evoked EPSCs/APs or A currents, the slices were prepared 1 hour after capsaicin injection. To test effects of the MEK inhibitor PD98059 on capsaicin-induced firing or on size changes of A currents, PD98059 (0.5 mg, 10 ml, 10% DMSO) or the vehicle (10 ml, 10% DMSO) was intrathecally injected and flushed with 10 mL of saline. After 30 min, capsaicin was intradermally injected into the plantar region of the left hindpaw and mice were killed for analysis one hour later. To test acute silencing of Pdyn Cre neurons on Ab-evoked EPSCs/APs, the slices were prepared from mice 3 weeks after intraspinal virus injection, and SALB (500 nM) was bath applied during the recording. To test the effects of nor-BNI (1 mM) on Ab-evoked EPSCs/APs, the slices were pretreated with nor-BNI for at least 30 min before recording.
The external solution for the I A current recordings is Ca 2+ -free ACSF containing (in mM) 80 NaCl, 2. -activated K + currents. Both the capacitance and series resistance were well compensated. To record I A current, a two-step voltage protocol was used (Hu et al., 2006) , under the guidance of our colleague Dr. Bruce Bean. The first step was to determine the total outward current, and voltage steps of 500 ms pulses stepping from À80 mV to +40 mV were applied at 5 s intervals. To determine the sustained current, conditioning pre-pulses ranging from -80 mV to À10 mV were applied for 150 ms to inactivate transient potassium channels and then followed by a step to +40 mV for 500 ms at 5 s intervals. Subtraction of the sustained current from the total current isolated the A-type current. Series resistances for all neurons recorded in this study were within 30 mU, and the liquid junction potentials were 17.8 mV and were corrected offline for resting membrane potential (RMP) measurement. As such, the corrected RMPs reported here are different from those uncorrected RMPs we reported previously (Cheng et al., 2017) .
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry procedure was conducted as described previously (Cheng et al., 2017) . Spinal cord sections were performed using rabbit anti-c-Fos (1: 500, Millipore, ABE457), rabbit anti-pERK (1: 500, Cell signaling technology, 4370S) or rabbit anti-GFP (1: 500, ThermoFisher Scientific, A-11122) diluted in 0.3% Triton X-100 plus 10% normal goat serum in PBS, and goat anti-rabbit (1:500, Invitrogen, A11034) diluted in 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Results were represented as means ± SEM except I A and I D. Results for I A and I D were represented as interquartile range (Q1-Q3 with median denoted in between). The outlier data of I A and I D were identified by the ± 3 standard deviations. Statistical analyses were done using GraphPad Prism. For capsaicin-induced acute licking, nor-BNI-induced mechanical hypersensitivity, and t EPSC , t IPSC , t AP assessment, data were subjected to Student's t tests. For I A and I D assessment, data were subjected to Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. For mechanical hypersensitivity induced by capsaicin or following acute silencing of Pdyn-Cre neurons, time-course measurements were assessed by Two-way ANOVA with Holm-sidak test. For statistical analysis of incidence of electrophysiological results, data were analyzed with chi-square (c2) tests. p < 0.05 was accepted as significant changes.
